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ABSTRACT: This paper compares the perceptions of controllers with those of
commercial managers in industrial companies with respect to various aspects of
bonus packs promotions. The study is conducted on the premise that the economic
result of a price discount decision and that of a product quantity bonus decision are
equal (when considering the same product quantity delivered to the client). This
study uses data from two independent studies. In the first, 600 questionnaires were
sent to commercial managers in companies selected from different sectors and
registered in the database of FIPECAFI-FEA-USP. In the second study, the same
600 questionnaires were sent to the controllers of the companies. The results
demonstrate that the controllers and the commercial managers hold similar views
with respect to the majority of the research questions. The points on which opinions
differ refer to the calculation of the product cost and the cost of product bonus units
for the company.
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I. INTRODUCTION
he bonus packs technique is one of a number of sales-promotion techniques. This
technique is common in big Brazilian companies that act as product suppliers for the
retail sector, notably in the pharmaceutical industry, although various other sectors
also use this policy (including the food industry and the cleaning products industry).
The technique involves the purchaser paying for a certain number of units but
receiving a higher number.
The premise of this study is that the economic result of a sales price discount decision
and a product quantity bonus decision are intrinsically equal when considering the same
product quantity delivered to the client. The objective of the study is to compare the
perceptions of controllers with those of commercial managers in industrial companies with
respect to various aspects of bonus packs decisions. In this context, various questions arise:
 Which company area decides about price discount or quantity discount?
 What are the main motives for the company to use quantity bonus instead of price
discount (from the perspective of the controllers and commercial managers)?
 Which main objectives does the company try to reach by the bonus pack policy
(according to the controllers and commercial managers)?
 What are the main negative points of a bonus pack policy (as reported by the
controllers and commercial managers)?
 How does the company calculate the cost of its products (according to these
managers)?
 How do the controllers and commercial managers evaluate the cost of the bonus units
for the company?
 How do the controllers and commercial managers believe the client evaluates the
economic benefit of the bonus units?

T

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
The literature review of the present study has identified many studies that consider various
aspects of pricing policies and sales promotion, including those of Reiter (1994), Ong, Ho and
Tripp (1997), Farhamgmher and Brito (1997), Siebert (1997), Friedman and Lewis (1999),
Johnson et al. (1999), Kass (1999), Kopalle et al. (1999), Smith e Sinha (2000), Gurnani
(2001), Arcelus et al. (2001), Monroe and Cox (2001), Munger and Grewal (2001), Guerreiro
et al.(2004). However, few studies focusing on product quantity bonus issue was identified.
The work by Ong, Ho and Tripp (1997), dealt with this issue on the basis of the perception of
the final beneficiaries of the bonus packs policy and the work by Guerreiro et al. (2004)
focused on the cost implications of bonus packs and price discounts promotions, according the
point of view of commercial managers of industrial companies. The present study aims to
expand the work of Guerreiro et al.(2004) adding new findings on this issue by comparing the
perceptions of controllers and commercial managers in industrial companies.
III. PRODUCT PROFITABILITY ANALYSIS
Various authors in the field of cost accounting and management accounting, including
Noreen, Smith and Mackey (1995), have demonstrated that, in view of the existence of
restrictive production factors, every analysis and decision-making process involving product
profitability must be founded on information based on the variable costing method, with the
use of the contribution margin concept. Martins (1998) emphasized that, given limiting
production factors, the conceptual basis of cost accounting in the making of profitability
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decisions is made up of the concepts of: (i) variable costing; (ii) product contribution margin;
(iii) contribution margin of lines and divisions; and (iv) contribution margin. Horngren (1972)
has put forward a solid argument on the advantage of variable costing and the contribution
margin concept in relation to absorption costing. Goldratt‘s work (1992) presents a logical
criticism of the absorption costing method and the activity-based costing method, as well
criticizing the total product cost concept. The idealized theory of constraints emphasizes the
administration of constraints as well as the application of the throughput concept—which
actually corresponds to the contribution margin concept.
Guerreiro and Angelo (1999) have presented a price decision and profitability analysis
model. This process is made operational on the basis of the concepts of variable costing and
contribution margin. From the application of these concepts, a profit equation can be
established which is valid for any business enterprise:
rt – ct = re
rt – cvt – cft = re
qv. pvu – q . cvu – cft = re
qv . pvu – q . cvu = cft + re
qv . (pvu – cvu) = cft + re
qv . mcu = cft + re
mct = cft + re
where:
re = company income;
rt = total revenue;
ct = total cost;
cvt = total variable cost;
cft = total fixed cost;
qv = produced/sold quantity;
pvu = product unit sales price;
cvu = product unit variable cost;
mcu = product unit contribution margin; and
mct = total contribution margin.
The profit equation demonstrates the logic of the profitability decision model, whose
objective can be expressed in terms of optimization of the company’s global profit, through
the optimization of the product contribution margin and the establishment of the optimal fixed
cost structure of the company.
In this way, any decision made on the product level, which does not exert influence on
the company’s fixed cost structure, must be oriented by the rule of optimizing the total
contribution margin of the products.
An important inference from these reflections is that the cost that can be directly
allocated to the product is made up only from the variable costs. The company’s fixed cost is
always a periodical cost, which is global and linked to its structure in this period. As such, it is
not directly related to the product units (which are neither sold nor receive a bonus) and it
does not exert any influence on the specific decisions that surround product profitability (and
do not therefore imply any change in the installed plant). The bonus decisions related to
product quantity involve the delivery of physical product units without charge for the clients.
The cost of the bonus product is always the variable cost.
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IV. PRICE DISCOUNT PERCENTAGE COMPARED WITH QUANTITY BONUS
PERCENTAGE
In principle, the result of a product quantity bonus decision might seem to be more profitable
than the result of a sales price discount—because the cost of the bonus product corresponds
only to its variable cost. Actually, it can be demonstrated that the results of product bonus and
sales price discount decisions are exactly equal under certain conditions. The comparison of
the economic result of price discount and product quantity bonus decisions must be oriented
by the following basic premise—that the same quantity is delivered to the client in both
decisions.
The price discount percentage and the product quantity bonus percentage must be
economically equivalent. The usual product quantity bonus forms are expressed either in: (i)
physical quantities (as, for example, if a company sells 100 product units and delivers 140); or
(ii) in percentage terms (as, for example, if a company delivers a certain percentage on top of
the quantity that was actually purchased, such as 40% extra units). For the correct calculation
of the bonus percentage in the same economic terms as the price discount, the bonus
quantities must be related to the total quantity received by the client. If the client pays for 100
units and receives an additional 40 bonus units, the percentage that is equivalent to the price
discount must be calculated in view of the relation between the 40 bonus units and the total of
140 units received by the client—that is, 28.57%. The relation between 40 bonus units and
100 sold units (40%) does not express this equivalence accurately.
V. RESULT CREATED BY THE BONUS DECISION
A decision model that involves profitability at the product level aims to optimize the
contribution margin of these products. When deciding upon the size of of a bonus to be
conceded, the decision model is expressed as follows:
mc = (pv – cv) . qv – (cv . qb)
where:
mc = contribution margin;
pv = product sales price;
cv = variable product cost;
qv = quantity actually sold;
qb = quantity granted as a bonus;
mc = contribution margin;
so that:
mc = ($100 – $20) .100u – ($20 . 40u)
mc = $7,200
VI. RESULT GENERATED BY THE SALES PRICE DISCOUNT DECISION
The sales price discount decision model is expressed as follows:
mc = (pv – de . pv – cv) . qv
where:
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mc = contribution margin;
pv = product sales price;
de = discount percentage expressed in hundredths;
cv = variable product cost;
so that:
mc = ($100 – 0,2857 . $100 – $20) . 140u
mc = $7,200
VII. DETERMINATION OF THE BONUS COST WITH A LIMITED PRODUCTION
CAPACITY
When constraints limit a company’s production volume in relation to market demand, the
financial sacrifice derived from each product unit given as a bonus corresponds to the sales
price itself and not to the variable cost (as previously). Assuming that a company can
manufacture 140 units in a given period, and assuming a market demand greater than this,
adopting the bonus policy in quantities of 40% would produce the following result:
mc = (pv – cv) . qv – (cv . qb)
mc = ($100 – $20) . 100u – ($20 . 40u)
mc = $7,200
Considering the company’s limited production capacity, it could sell the 100 product
units without any need for a bonus policy. In this way, its result would be:
mc = (pv – cv) . qv
mc = ($100 – $20) . 140u
mc = $11,200
It must be observed that the value of the difference between the contribution margins is
$4,000 ($11,200 – $7,200) which, divided by the product quantities granted as a bonus,
corresponds to the price of $100. That is, when the company’s capacity is limited, the cost of a
bonus unit corresponds to the product’s sales price itself and not to the variable cost of the
product. In other words, in this case, the cost of the bonus units is the opportunity cost of lost
sales—that is, $100 per unit.
VIII. PRICE DISCOUNT AND QUANTITY BONUS DECISIONS FOR THE
PURCHASING COMPANY
Considering the data from the example above, when purchasing with a quantity bonus, the
actual unit cost for the client corresponds to the total cost paid divided by the total units
received. The total cost corresponds to the total quantities purchased multiplied by the
negotiated unit cost—that is, 100u . $100/u = $10,000. The actual unit cost corresponds to
$10,000/140u = $71.43/u.
In the case of a price discount purchase for the total amount of $10,000, a discount of
28.57% would be deducted. Thus, the net cost would amount to $10,000 – $2,857 = $7,143—
that is, an actual unit cost of $71.43, which corresponds to $7,143/100u.
IX. SURVEY METHODOLOGY
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The research question put here is: How do the controllers and how do the commercial
managers of industrial companies perceive the various aspects of the product quantity bonus
decision?
This study was developed on the basis of data obtained from two independent surveys of
600 pre-selected companies from the following sectors: (i) beverages; (ii) food; (iii) tobacco;
(iv) hygiene, cleaning, and cosmetics; (v) construction material; (vi) pharmaceuticals; and
(vii) plastic and rubber. The database used was that of the Institute for Accounting, Actuarial
and Financial Research Foundation (Fipecafi)—an entity that supports the Department of
Accounting and Actuarial Science of University of São Paulo. This database is used by
Melhores e Maiores—a survey of the best and biggest Brazilian companies by the Brazilian
business magazine Exame.
In the first study, held during the first semester of 2002, questionnaires were sent to
commercial managers of the 600 companies—of which 64 correctly answered questionnaires
were used. In the second study, held during the second semester of 2002, the same
questionnaires were sent to the controllers of the same companies—of which the data from 91
correctly answered questionnaires were used. The questionnaire is presented in Attachment 1.

X. RESULTS
The results of the surveys are presented below. It should be noted that fourteen companies are
part of both samples.
TABLE 1
Commercial strategies
Controllers
(91 answers)

Commercial
managers
(64 answers)

1. Adopt both price discount and product quantity
bonus

50.5%

73.4%

2. Adopt only price discount
3. Adopt only product quantity bonus
4. Do not adopt either of these strategies

35.2%
8.8%
5.5%

17.2%
6.3%
3.1%

With respect to the strategies used by the companies, the data from both samples
indicate that the majority of the companies adopted the price discount and the product
quantity bonus. It must be observed that this answer was especially significant in the sample
of commercial managers (73.4%), and that few companies adopted only the product bonus
strategy.
TABLE 2
Who decides about the kind of discount?

1. Marketing
2. Marketing and Finance
3. Finance
4. Another department
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In both sample groups of companies with a product quantity bonus policy, the
Marketing department (which in this study covers all commercial company functions) stood
out as the department responsible for deciding about quantity discount versus price discount in
the majority of the companies. The controllers considered that the Financial department
participated more actively in this decision than did the commercial managers.
TABLE 3
How is the product bonus strategy materialized?

1. Free quantities of the same product as the one that
was sold
2. Free quantities of a different product from the one
that was sold
3. Adopt both strategies

Controllers
(54 answers)
33.3%

Commercial
managers
(51 answers)
33.3%

3.7%

0.0%

63.0%

66.7%

The most frequently used strategy in both samples took the form of free bonus quantities
of the same product and free bonus quantities of a different product from the one that was
sold.
TABLE 4
Physical bonus product volumes

1.Up to 5% of the sold product quantity
2. Between 6% and 10%
3. Between 11% and 20%
4. Between 21% and 40%

Controllers
(52 answers)
82.7%
17.3%
0.0%
0.0%

Commercial
managers
(51 answers)
62.7%
29.4%
5.9%
2.0%

In both research groups, the relation between the bonus quantities and the sold quantities
ranged from 0 to 5% in most of the companies.
TABLE 5
Objectives of the product bonus policy

1. Aggregate value to the sale and facilitate
negotiations with the client
2. Client loyalty
3. Increase in sales volume
4. Increase in market share
5. Brand fixing

Controllers
(52 answers)
84.6%

Commercial
managers
(51 answers)
74.5%

82.7%
73.1%
67.3%
73.0%

68.7%
74.5%
64.7%
62.7%

Eleven objectives were presented to the marketing managers for their analysis, and the
answers indicate that no single objective stood out. The results presented above represent the
sum of two positive evaluation criteria (“fully agree” and “agree”), and highlight the five main
objectives that were listed.
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TABLE 6
Main motive for granting a quantity bonus rather than a price discount
Commercial
Controllers
managers
(52 answers)
(51 answers)
1. A bigger product volume is brought onto the
50.0%
49.0%
market than in the case of the price discount
2. The cost of the bonus concession is lower for the
26.9%
33.3%
company than the cost of the price discount
3. The client considers bonus concession to be more
13.5%
9.8%
profitable than the discount
4. Other
9.6%
7.8%

With respect to the motives for using a quantity bonus policy instead of a price discount,
the controllers and commercial managers held similar views. Among the motives that were
listed for the company to use the quantity bonus policy instead of the price discount policy,
most answers went to the motive: “a bigger product volume is brought onto the market than in
the case of the price discount, which decreases the competitors’ market shares”. In second
place was the motive: “for the company, the cost of the bonus concession is lower than the
cost of the price discount”. Few controllers and commercial managers thought the client
considers bonus concession as more profitable than price discount. It is interesting that, for
both managers, the client does not believe quantity bonus is more beneficial than price
discount, although this policy is positive for the company since, in its opinion, the bonus cost
is lower than the discount cost. As demonstrated in this study, the product bonus cost equals
the discount cost, assuming that the client receives the same product volume in the end.
Without this premise, the two commercial alternatives cannot be compared.

TABLE 7
Cost of product bonus units for the company

1. Total manufacturing cost of the products (direct
material, labor, and indirect manufacturing spending)
2. Total manufacturing cost plus expenses
(administrative, financial, and sales)
3. Only the variable product cost (direct material and
direct labor)
4. Product sales price
5. Other

Controllers
(91 answers)
44.0%

Commercial
managers
(64 answers)
12.5%

26.4%

54.7%

6.6%

9.4%

20.9%
2.2%

17.2%
6.3%

There was a marked discrepancy between the views of the controllers and those of the
commercial managers in relation to the cost of the bonus units for the company. In the sample
of controllers, 44% of 91 respondents believed that the cost of the bonus products is the total
manufacturing cost (direct material, labor, and indirect manufacturing spending). In the
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sample of commercial managers, 54.7% 91 respondents believed that the cost of bonus
products is the total manufacturing cost (direct material, labor, and indirect manufacturing
spending) plus expenses (administrative, financial, and sales). In conformity with the
conceptual analysis, the product cost is its variable cost.
TABLE 8
How does the client see the economic benefit of the bonus units received?
Commercial
Controllers
managers
(91 answers)
(64 answers)
1. Total manufacturing cost of the products (direct
11.0%
9.4%
material, labor, and indirect manufacturing spending)
2. Total manufacturing cost plus expenses
3.3%
9.4%
(administrative, financial, and sales)
3. Only the variable product cost (direct material and
5.5%
1.6%
direct labor)
4. Product sales price
80.2%
78.1%
5. Other
0.0%
1.6%

The controllers and commercial managers held similar views with respect to how the
client sees the economic benefit of the bonus units, which is the product sales price.
Negative points of the product bonus policy
The following alternatives were presented to the managers:
 there does not exist any relevant negative point;
 the negative point is that the product image is impaired in the market; or
 the negative point is that the product quantities granted as a bonus ‘kill’ future sales.
The controllers and commercial managers were of the opinion that there are no relevant
negative points.
TABLE 9
Characteristics a product must possess to be the object of a bonus policy
Commercial
Controllers
managers
(91 answers)
(64 answers)
1. The product faces many competing products
71.4%
64.1%
2. Rapid consumption
55.0%
59.4%
3. Production capacity higher than the market demand
48.4%
60.9%

Taking the sum of the responses “fully agree” and “agree”, the controllers and the
commercial managers held similar views in relation to the characteristics that a product must
possess to be the object of a bonus policy. The characteristic “the products faces many
competing products” was the most popular for both groups of managers. With respect to the
second most popular characteristic, the controllers indicated “rapid consumption” whereas the
commercial managers indicated “production capacity higher than the market demand”.
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TABLE 10
How does the company calculate product costs?

1. Using total manufacturing cost (legal/fiscal costing)
2. Using total cost (that is, apart from the
manufacturing cost, administrative, commercial and
financial expenses are allocated to the products)
3. Using variable costing (that is, only the cost of raw
material and variable inputs are part of the product
cost)
4. Using the cost of raw material, variable labor and
inputs
5. ABC (activity-based costing)
6. Other

Controllers
(113 answers)
44.3%
23.0%

Commercial
managers
(82 answers)
18.1%
55.0%

6.2%

9.8%

12.4%

11.0%

14.1%
0.0%

2.4%
3.7%

For this question, more than one answer was allowed. The controllers and commercial
managers held different views in relation to how the company calculates the product costs.
Data from the controller sample indicate that a large proportion of the companies calculate the
product cost by using the criterion of total manufacturing cost. The commercial managers
indicated that, in most of the companies, the product cost is calculated by using the total
manufacturing cost plus expenses. Given that the controllers are responsible for this
calculation, the commercial managers misunderstood this matter. The data obtained from the
sample of controllers are in accordance with a study performed by Guerreiro, Catelli and
Santos (2001)—which demonstrated that Brazilian companies calculate product cost
according to the total manufacturing cost criterion (absorption costing).
XI. CONCLUSION
The theoretical basis that was presented in this study demonstrates that the bonus product cost
corresponds to the variable cost. Thus, there could be a tendency to believe that, from the
point of view of company, a bonus policy would be better than a price discount policy. The
theoretical arguments demonstrate that the economic results of both policies are equal. For
this purpose, the bonus percentage and the price discount percentage must be equivalent.
The study demonstrates that most of the companies that made up the sample adopt a
product quantity bonus policy together with a price discount policy. An insignificant number
of companies adopts only a quantity bonus policy or only a price discount policy (or neither of
these two policies).
In the companies that were part of the research, a decision on the type of policy is
usually taken by the Marketing department, with some participation by the Financial
department in certain companies. It is interesting to observe that, in the study of the
controllers, the Financial department was perceived to play a greater part in the decision—
making the decision alone (in 7.4% of responses) or together with the Marketing department
(33.3%). In contrast, the study of the commercial managers did not indicate any company in
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which the Financial department was perceived to take this decision individually, and the
involvement of both Finance and Marketing appeared in only 17.6% of the companies.
In the majority of the companies (more than 63%), the bonus strategy involves the
delivery of a free quantity of the same product as well as a free quantity of a different product.
However, a significant proportion of the companies (33.3%) use only the same product.
It can be observed that the bonus product volume in relation to the total amount of sold
products is not very high. In most cases, the bonus ranges from 0 to 5% of the sales.
Through a policy of product bonus quantity, companies seek to reach various objectives
simultaneously—all of which are considered equally important. These include:
(i) increased value to the sale and facilitation of negotiations with the client;
(ii) increased sales volume during the period;
(iii) client loyalty;
(iv) increased market share; and
(v) brand fixing.
For the controllers and the commercial managers, the main motive was alternative (i)
above.
The controllers and commercial managers also agree that the main motive that makes
companies adopt the quantity bonus policy as an alternative to the price discount policy is that
a bigger product volume is brought onto the market than in the case of the price discount (thus
decreasing competitors’ market shares). A second motive perceived by the controllers and the
commercial managers is that the cost of the bonus concession for the company is lower than
the cost of the price discount. Considering the theoretical foundations provided in this study,
this perception is not correct. It was demonstrated that, assuming that an equal product
volume is delivered to the client, the result of the quantity bonus decision and the result of the
price discount decision are exactly equal.
A large proportion of the controllers and the commercial managers think the client does
not perceive the benefit of the bonus as being more favorable than the benefit of the price
discount. In contrast, almost 80% of the respondents believe that the client perceives the
economic benefit of the bonus units as being the sales price of the received products. This
perception seems to be technically correct since, without knowing the production cost of the
bonus units received, the client must evaluate them in view of the sales price of the purchased
units.
The controllers and commercial managers hold similar views about the main
characteristics that a product must possess to be the object of a quantity bonus policy. The
main characteristic that was indicated is that the product faces many competing products. The
controllers and commercial managers also have the same view about the negative points of the
product bonus policy. There does not exist a consensus among these managers in relation to
the negative points, in that none of the alternatives was considered important.
The controllers and the commercial managers disagree with respect to how the company
calculates the product cost. This question allowed for more than one answer. According to the
controllers, in most of the companies, the method is “using the total manufacturing cost of the
product”. According to the commercial managers, the method that stands out is “using the
total cost—that is, apart from the manufacturing cost, the administrative, commercial and
financial expenses are allocated to the products”. In view of the fact that the controllers are
responsible for the product costing activity, in the majority of the companies, commercial
managers hold an incorrect view of how the product costs are calculated.
APPENDIX A
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Questionnaire
1. Which commercial strategies does your company adopt with respect to discount (one
single answer):
 (a) only a discount on the value of the product sales price;
 (b) only grants a product quantity bonus;
 (c) adopts both strategies;
 (d) does not adopt any of these strategies.
If you answered (a) or (d) to the first question, move on to Question 7.
2. In your company, which department decides about quantity discount ‘versus’ price
discount (one single answer):
 (a) marketing;
 (b) finance;
 (c) both departments;
 (d) another department (please specify):
.
3. In your company, the product quantity bonus strategy is materialized (one single
answer):
 (a) through free quantities of the same product that is being sold;
 (b) through free quantities of a different product than the product that is being sold;
 (c) adopts both strategies.
The following three questions (4, 5, and 6) should be answered only if your company (even if
partially) adopts a bonus policy using quantities of the same product.
4. In the case of products that are the object of a bonus policy, the physical volume of the
product that was delivered as a bonus represented:
 (a) up to 5% of the billed product quantity;
 (b) between 6% and 10%;
 (c) between 11% and 20%;
 (d) between 21% and 40%;
 (e) above 40%.
5. Provide responses of 1 to 5 to each of the objectives the company intends to reach by
its product bonus policy (according to the following criteria):
5 = fully agree; 4 = agree; 3 = neither agree nor disagree; 2 = disagree; 1 = completely
disagree.
 (a) increase in market share;
 (b) increase in sales volume during a specific period;
 (c) increase in profit during the specific period;
 (d) cost reduction;
 (e) client loyalty;
 (f) brand fixing;
 (g) release of excessive inventory;
 (h) rapid sale of products with an upcoming maturity date;
 (i) preserving the image of the sold product;
 (j) aggregate value to the sale and facilitate negotiations with the client;
 (k) other (please specify):
.
6. What is the main motive for the concession of a product unit bonus instead of a price
discount by your company (one single answer):
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 (a) for the company, the cost of the bonus concession is lower than the cost of the
price discount;
 (b) the client perceives the bonus as being more favorable than the price discount;
 (c) a bigger product volume is brought onto the market than in the case of the price
discount—thus decreasing the competitors’ market shares;
 (d) other (please specify):
.
7. In your perception, the ‘cost’ of the product units granted as a bonus for the company
is (one single answer):
 (a) total manufacturing cost of the products (direct material, labor and indirect
manufacturing costs);
 (b) total manufacturing cost plus expenses (administrative, financial and sales);
 (c) only the variable product cost (direct material and direct labor);
 (d) the product’s sales price;
 (e) other (please specify):
.
8. In your opinion, the client sees the value of the ‘economic benefit’ of the units received
as a bonus as (one single answer):
 (a) total manufacturing cost of the products received;
 (b) total manufacturing cost plus expenses of the products received;
 (c) only the variable cost of the products received;
 (d) the sales price of the products received;
 (e) other (please specify):
.
9. Provide responses of 1 to 5 to the negative aspects of using a product bonus policy,
according to the following criteria:
5 = fully agree; 4 = agree; 3 = neither agree nor disagree; 2 = disagree; 1 = completely
disagree.
 (a) there does not exist any relevant negative point;
 (b) the negative point is that the product image is impaired in the market;
 (c) the negative point is that the product quantities granted as a bonus ‘kill’future
sales;
 (d) other ( please specify):
.
10. Provide responses of 1 to 5 to the characteristics that a product must possess to be
the object of a bonus policy, according to the following criteria:
5 = fully agree; 4 = agree; 3 = neither agree nor disagree; 2 = disagree; 1 = completely
disagree.
 (a) rapid consumption;
 (b) production capacity higher than the market demand;
 (c) low total unit production cost;
 (d) low variable unit production cost;
 (e) the product faces many competing products;
 (f) the product has a small profitability margin;
 (g) clients are not loyal to the product;
 (h) other ( please specify):
.
11. The company calculates the product costs as follows (multiple answers are allowed):
 (a) by the manufacturing cost of the product—legal/fiscal costing;
 (b) by the total cost—that is, apart from the manufacturing cost, administrative,
commercial and financial expenses are allocated to the products;
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 (c) by variable costing—that is, the product cost is only made up by raw materials
and variable inputs;
 (d) by the cost of raw material, direct labor, and variable inputs;
 (e) ABC—activity-based costing;
 (f) another method (please specify):
.
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